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Important notices

Forward looking statements

The information in this presentation includes “forward-looking statements” 
within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All statements, other than 
statements of present or historical fact included in this presentation, including, 
without limitation, regarding the development, timeline, capacity and other 
usefulness of FREYR’s CQP and planned Gigafactories; progress to complete 
CQP equipment tenders and progress of tendering for the subsequent 
Gigafactories; progress and development of customer offtake agreements and 
supply chain partnerships; the development and growth of FREYR's 
target markets; the scale and arrangements for any FREYR production 
facilities in North America; the progress and development of FREYR’s 
partnerships and plans in Finland; the development and commercialization of 
24M SemiSolid technology; FREYR’s manufacturing capacity relative to other 
market participants; and the development of customer and supplier 
relationships are forward-looking statements.

These forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties 
that could cause the actual results to differ materially from the expected 
results. Most of these factors are outside FREYR’s control and are difficult to 
predict. 

Additional information about factors that could materially affect FREYR is set 
forth under the “Risk Factors” section in FREYR’s Registration Statement on 
Form S-1 filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on August 9, 
2021, as amended, and available on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov.

Except as otherwise required by applicable law, FREYR disclaims any duty to 
update any forward-looking statements, all of which are expressly qualified by 
the statements in this section, to reflect events or circumstances after the date 
of this press release. Should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual 
results and projections could different materially from those expressed in any 
forward-looking statements.

.

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov&esheet=52434211&newsitemid=20210524005348&lan=en-US&anchor=www.sec.gov&index=2&md5=e7d3297874c041a79dfde07bf8c2a041
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• Highlights

• Market and operational update

• Financials

• Concluding remarks

• Q&A

Today’s Agenda



Capitalizing on projected supply shortfall as electrification accelerates

Working to maximize speed to market of low-cost, low-carbon battery 
cells

Targeting major addressable markets for electrification

Planning construction of ~43 GWh of capacity by 2025

Localizing supply chain based on low-cost renewable energy

Partnership-based approach for decarbonized low-cost RM supply
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Building a Global Champion in Clean, Next-Generation Battery 
Solutions

Scale

Sustainability

Speed

2018

Established with clear strategic 

tenets of Speed, Scale and 

Sustainability

2019-2021

Attracting seasoned leadership

Equity funding of growth strategy

Technology partnership

2021-2022 

Building execution platform

Securing strategic offtake 

Securing debt financing

FID Gigafactories 1-2

2022-2025

Customer Qualification Plant and 43 

GWh operational

International expansion

2025 ->

Establish localized, decarbonized

supply chains established

83 GWh total

capacity

Strategic

options(1)

43 GWh

capacity

Mo i Rana/Nordic 

Region

(1) lncludes potential joint ventures and other partnerships in multiple geographic regions by 2028.



High-grading customer portfolio to unlock 
FID for potential phased development of 
Gigafactories 1-2

Enhancing Gigafactory configuration and 
establishing commercial structures to 
mitigate cost increase

Committed to capital efficiency and 
shareholder value creation

Customer Qualification Plant FID is 
critical milestone to commercialization

Expanding supply and battery value 
chains across the Nordic region

Growing team focused on project 
execution and operational excellence

FREYR’s decarbonized solution gaining  
customer traction

Advancing discussions with multiple 
potential ESS and EV customers

Expanding sales and marketing team 
to accelerate dialogues

Building operational 
foundation 

Optimizing for value
Ramping up 

commercialization activities
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Focused on Executing Business Plan  
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YTD Highlights

• NYSE listing and business combination completed on 
July 9, raising $704 million in gross equity proceeds

• Announced FID for Customer Qualification Plant and 
selected supplier of casting and unit cell assembly 
equipment package in July

• In June, announced potential development of clean 
battery production facilities in North America

• In August, announced non-binding MoUs with Finnish 
Minerals Group for strategic collaboration on industrial 
scale battery cell production and with the City of Vaasa 
for sustainable European battery cell production in 
Finland
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Source: Rystad Energy

Battery Demand Projected to Grow Rapidly
ESS market emerging as major catalyst for energy transition

"These steps will set America on a path of a net-zero 
emissions economy no later than 2050."

- President Biden on U.S. clean energy plan

“With 75% of the EU's greenhouse gas emissions coming
from energy, we need a paradigm shift to reach our 2030 
and 2050 targets. The EU's energy system has to become
better integrated, more flexible and able to 
accommodate the cleanest and most cost-effective
solutions."

- European Union Energy Commissioner Kadri Simson

"By 2030, at least half of our global sales with come from 
fully electric vehicles. In Europe, maybe a little bit more."

- Oliver Zipse, Chairman BWM AG

"In Europe, we will exit the business with internal 
combustion vehicles between 2033 and 2035…" 

- Klaus Zellmer, Volkswagen board member for sales, to 
Muenchner Merkur newspaper.

Global market approaching 20 TWh/year

2020 – 2030: 580x and 16x 

projected increases in ESS and 

EV demand, respectively
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(1) Excludes commercial vehicles.

Building Momentum to Secure Customer Offtake Agreements

FREYR in ~60 active discussions 
with potential customers across 
ESS, mobility and EV segments

Expect Gigafactories 1-2 will be 
dedicated to address acute 
shortage in global ESS market

Expect Gigafactories 3-4 will be 
dedicated to strategic supplier 
relationships for EV market

FID on Gigafactories to proceed 
once >50% offtake secured for 3-
5 years of production capacity

GWh/year

Ongoing Discussions with Potential Customers by Segment

Active discussions

High-grading customer portfolio to enhance value

45

14

ESS

Commercial 
Mobility

EVs(1)

86

436



Platform for customer acquisition
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FID on CQP Advances Technology Deployment and Commercialization

Supporting customer dialogues

LFP and NMC customer qualification

Formation of new, localized supply chain

Facilitates preparations for Gigafactory FIDs

Enabler for product and process optimization

Exploring increased speeds of production

Validating and enhancing technology

Training and development arena

Increased investment level

Design changes to increase flexibility

Price inflation

Progressing towards operational start-up

FID reached on July 19, 2021

Equipment supplier selection underway

Expected operational start-up in 2H 2022

Customer Qualification 
Plant (CQP) 

Mo Industrial Park – Quay
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Source: Rystad Energy

Supportive Norway Battery Ecosystem

Enhancing speed, scale and efficiency by combining Nordic advantages, technology and supply chain localization 

Driving Competitive Differentiation 

• Primary differentiating factor for battery cell production at 
scale:  driving down conversion costs

• 24M technology offers a potential improvement across key 
cost drivers:

1. Energy:

‒ FREYR plans to establish a full Nordic supply 
chain

2. Capex: 

‒ 24M offers a potential meaningful reduction 
compared to conventional solutions

3. Labor: 

‒ 24M likely offers a significant reduction in labor 
compared to conventional solutions

‒ Highly competent workforce is necessary for 
further digitalization and automatization

Cost Breakdown of the EV Battery Value Chain, 2020 Global Average 

Fewer 
employees, high 
digitalization

Ultra-low-cost
green energy 
sourced in 
Norway

Low Capex,
Smaller 
Footprint 

Local sourcing 
(energy 
intensive)
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Supportive Norway Battery Ecosystem

Partnerships with City of Vaasa and Finish Mineral Group would expand capacity and secure strategic, localized raw materials

Exploring Expansion of our Nordic Footprint Into Finland

MoU with the Finnish Minerals Group (“FMG”)(1)

Potential strategic collaboration on potential development of industrial scale battery 

cell technology and production in Finland

Strong regional value chains supporting FREYR’s ambition of providing battery cells 

produced with industry’s lowest CO2-footprint and high ESG standards

MoU with The City of Vaasa, Finland(1)

Covering exclusive right to a 90-hectare site for a potential battery cell Gigafactory 
and an agreement for joint site-development to accelerate supply of low-carbon and 
low-cost batteries in Finland

Opens potential avenue for FREYR to access local raw materials, abundant 
renewable power and cooling water as well as the existing cluster of leading 
suppliers for the battery value chain

(1): Both MoU are non-binding.



Organizational update
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Building an Industry-Leading Team to Execute Our Strategy

Leveraging strong team with proven track record
Project execution

Operational excellence

Technology licensing and deployment

Hiring key talent to support commercialization
Developing partnership network

Adding technical staff to accelerate customer 
qualification 
Initiating training programs to enhance battery expertise

Plant design optimization
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Developing capital solutions 
to fund expansion 

Leveraging FREYR’s attractive position

Appealing sustainability characteristics

Exposure to rapidly growing end markets

Strong balance sheet – pro forma cash position of $652 
million as of June 30, 2021(1)

Advancing structured finance solutions

Initial discussions underway with leading global project 
finance banks

Optimizing cost of capital and financial returns

Funding linked to customer offtake agreements

(1): Combined FREYR AS and Alussa Energy balance sheet as if business combination had been completed on June 30, 2021.



Key short-term objectives tied to Speed, Scale and Sustainability
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Delivering on our Strategy

Secure offtake agreements

Deliver and optimize initial customer portfolio

Reduce lead times through 24M licensee partnerships

Achieve capacity development milestones

CQP start-up in H2 2022

Unlock FIDs for phased development of Gigafactories 1+2

Drive capital efficiency 

Opportunistic financing unlocking scale integration with 
strategic partners

Deploy capital to high-return strategic projects

Building operational foundation 

Optimizing for value

Ramping up commercialization activities



Q&A
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